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Success Story COBO4YOU/COMAU
Fighting MSDs : French/Italian partnership signed thanks to
Enterprise Europe Network
COBO4YOU is a French consulting company specialised in management of arduous work thanks to integration of
cobotics solutions in industry, created in 2019 by Benoit LYAUTEY with the support of CCI Haute-Saône and CCI
Bourgogne Franche-Comté.
At a very early stage, the company COBO4YOU has been informed of the Enterprise Europe Network services delivered
to innovative SMEs such as IPR, EU fundings and partnering
activities. A successful approach opening quickly new perspectives.

From technology watch
In April 2020 in the midst of the COVID crisis, the company was
informed of an innovative exoskeleton developed by COMAU, a
leading company in the industrial automation field at global level,
and promoted through a technology offer published in the
Enterprise Europe Network by the local EEN branch, Torino Chamber
of Commerce, Italy.

Via a fruitful connexion
After checking the common interest, both companies were quickly put into contact. Taken into account the level of
expertise of COBO4YOU and the interest of the company’s profile for COMAU, COBO4YOU was connected to RMI,
French partner of COMAU in the region, leading to a French/Italian winning cooperation. With already one exoskeleton
placed in an industrial company, COBO4YOU can also trains the operators to use it.

To a winning partnership
The cooperation with COMAU enables COBO4YOU to expand the range of products offered to its industrial clients with
an innovative exoskeleton, adapted to very specific tasks on the upper part of the body.
Moreover, COBO4YOU’s expertise allows RMI and COMAU to reach new targets and deeper penetrate the market.
COMAU and RMI will empower the services provided by COBO4YOU as an expert in the ergonomics at work. And more
business is coming.
More information : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4B2xL7AR6Y
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